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ASTRACT
Valid interrogation of the accused is an art or skill in today’s modern world. The
law and techniques of interrogation varies in the developed and developing world.
Similarly, the Islamic law is not silent about the techniques of valid interrogation.
There are specific rules and procedures for the interrogation of an accused either
a criminal, an enemy, a spy or a war prisoner. This paper gives a detailed analysis
about the principles and procedures of a valid interrogation process in Islam and
its computability with the International Human Rights standards of interrogations.
The paper argue that understanding the psychic-analytical niceties of
interrogation helps an investigator to reach the truth. The paper finds that Islamic
law gives full protection and safeguard to the rights of persons under custody and
restrict the authorities to follow free and fair interrogation for ensuring justice. In
this regard Islam presents a balanced view of the rights of the persons under
custody and the executives exercise of legitimate force for interrogation. Islam
strongly forbids torture and other inhuman ways of interrogation.
Keywords: Political Islam, Law, Shar┘ʻah, Justice, Trial, Judiciary and Human
Rights
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Introduction

This paper focuses on the axis of interrogation as allowed, practiced and rather
prescribed by Islamic Law. There also exists a line of thinking in International
Human Rights regime about the „Do‟s and „Do Not‟s of interrogation. Such pieces
of international advice on the subject, whether sternly followed or not is a separate
debate and may not be placed in the premise of this paper. Interrogation has
doctrinal significance. The meaning extended by interrogation has a legal affinity
with the use of all effort to extract truth from the accused criminal. What this paper
claims to explore is the stance of Islamic Law on interrogation and its
compatibility with International Human Rights standards of interrogation. The
paper invests considerable efforts in reaching to questions on interrogations as
practiced across the globe.1 Understanding the psychic-analytical niceties of
interrogation helps an investigator to reach the truth. This is a good strategy and
beneficial to a major extent. The problem starts only when such process is
motivated by fear and coercion on the part of the suspect. Interrogation rights for
this paper refer to the pre and during trial rights of a suspect. The paper looks to
the legal status of such actions that are done under duress or influence. There can
be no larger legal catastrophe if interrogation is reduced to a merely stubborn
attempt or an arduous campaign directed towards the already designed goals from
a weak and abused convict.

2. Research Questions and Approach
The paper is a well thought attempt to establish the attending stance of Islam for
the guidance of all active actors in interrogation. The paper is a meaningful
consultation of Islamic Law on interrogation and establishing its compatibility with
International Human Rights Law. The paper focuses on the Islamic Version of
Interrogation. It is a matter of common understanding that the quest for justice in
interrogation is juxtaposed by the introduction of force in the process. This paper
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asks four important questions: I). Has Interrogation been an institutionalized
component of Islamic Criminal Justice system? If yes, II). What then is the
scientific procedure of Interrogation in Islam? III). How the Islamic practices on
Interrogation can be separated from the present day “cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatment‟ interpretation of Torture under modern conventions? And; IV). What
are the human rights standards of interrogation in Modern Western Law? Because
among internationally recognized set of rights, the most prominent is the right of
accused to consult a council during interrogation.2
These questions have been investigated through a critical analysis of secondary
data. For this paper qualitative analysis has been used as a methodology to
conceptualize Islamic ingredients of interrogation that displays human rights
protection. For this purpose, the published materials, scholarly articles and reports
were reviewed.

3. Islamic Law and Interrogation
Law in classical Islamic history is the revealed will of God,3 a divinely ordained
set of precepts that controls all aspects of a Muslim life.4 Human Rights have
received complex and controversial acceptance in Islamic World. 5 In vast number
of Muslim states, when invaded by colonial rule, the Shar┘ʻah Law was replaced by
Western Principles of Jurisprudence and Criminal Justice System. The British
ruled the Indian Sub-continent; however, there was an exception till 1861 where
the Islamic Criminal Law remained in force with slight influences entered by
Western Penal Law.6 Islam has certain well defined social codes, which according
to Shah Wali Ullah is very dynamic and subject to change.
i.

The Arabs had been divided into tribes before and during the advent of
Islam. They had no settled constitution and laws. If the offender would be
belonging to a powerful family, his tribe and the family often forbade to
surrender him to the interrogation or any legal machinery. Torture was
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inflicted on weak and slaves with no recognized rights for eliciting
information. Oaths were administered by the accused to prove his
innocence. After the death of the Holly Prophet (S.A.W), the task of
spiritual and worldly upliftment of the Arabs devolved on the Companions
(Saḥabah). The companions had to guide themselves through reason in the
absence of any clear instructions from Quran and Sunnah.7 Classical
doctrine recognizes three important law enforcing agencies in Islam. First
and foremost is the Qaḍi (or Qaḍi) i.e., the Judge. The role of Qadi was
passive because he could not investigate the case. In criminal cases, the
executive and officers in-charge of the public such as police officials and
the military commanders had the authority to take and decide a case.
During the thirteenth century, the suspected perpetrator had to be handed
over to the police for investigation. The Chief of Police (Sahib ul Shurṭah)
and the Market Inspector (Saḥib ul Suq) had to investigate the crime.8
There existed multiple versions on subjecting a suspect to torture in the
Sunni Muslim discourses. In the early centuries of Islam, the prevalent
opinion among the Islamic jurists had been that beatings are forbidden. The
supporters of this view include Ibn Ḥazm of the Ẓāhiri School of Law and
al Ghazāli of the Shāfi School of Law. The second view includes that
beating is allowed for a suspect who is habitual offender. In this case, a
certain quantum of circumstantial evidence and the suspect‟s reputation
allows a competent authority to exercise the torture. The influential Ḥanbali
jurist Ibn Taimiyya was the chief proponent of this view and his disciple
Ibn Qayyim (d 1351) adopted and adhered to it. Ibn Qayyim's formulation
was in turn copied by the Maliki jurist Ibn Farḥun (d 1396) and the Ḥanafi
jurist al-Ṭarābulusi. According to a third view, investigative beatings are
forbidden for a Qadi or a Judge but are allowed for the executive authorities
of the state The foremost holder of this view was the
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Māwardi (d 1058), most probably Islam's most influential political theorist.
He holds that the rulers and their agents were authorized to flog suspects to
obtain confessions in accordance to the strength of the accusation (Mawa
ʻūat al-tuhmah).

4. Ingredients under Islamic Law
Self-incrimination, confession and information collection are three important
elements of any purposeful interrogation. It also applies interrogation under Islam.9
However, the credibility of any action that is the result of coercion is looked with
doubt in Islam.10 There exists a greater cleavage between those who welcome
Western achievements keeping intact their indigenous Islamic identity and those
who clearly oppose them. Interrogation is more a social and not a secluded reality.
It is becoming a legal specialty, therefore, to be taken very sensitively. While
deciding interrogation one should not jump out of the religious container. It is a
well thought out statement that interrogation supplies important information on
what is well. Much more intense and far complex is the rhetoric of interrogation.
One thing however is clear and that is Islam‟s attitude towards the admissibility of
actions. Be it religious observances or day to day transactions, Islam advocates free
will. Islam has a clear confession paradigm, which excludes the statements and
information given under threat or force from acceptability and reliability in legal
proceedings. It is important to understand the two possible11 kinds of coercion
under Islamic Law The first consists of destroying a man‟s life or limb called in
the language of Arab writers, “constraining” (Maljiūn) and the second kind is
caused by imprisoning, confining or beating a man called non-constraining (ghair
malj┘n). Both the forms deprive a man from exercising a free consent.12
Interrogative torture is a recognized and the mostly debated category of torture
standing apart from its other counterpart‟s namely punitive torture, judicial torture,
sedative torture, deterrent torture and terroristic torture. Exchanging information
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with pain has it basis in the Economic Model of torture. Under Islamic Law
Interrogation should be based on justice and equality. The Interrogation has its own
psychodynamics.13

5. Human Rights Ethics of Interrogation
Volumes speak on the techniques and procedures adopted for a fruitful
interrogation. All the guidelines have one thing in common, the urge for a free and
just procedure. The procedure is said to be free when it does not involve a
deterministic control over victim that is beyond his casual control.14 The work in
hand is a useful corrective to interrogation practice. The skilful criminals are not
easy to interrogate. Almost, naturally enough effort is exercised or at least claimed
so, by every officer to perform interrogation. The paper dwells on the issue of
corrupt practice in interrogation.15 Criminal liability if established is the most
serious foundation of depriving one of social liberties. Interrogation is the gateway
to this liability. The constitutional exercise of powers by interrogators must ensure
the need for due criminal process by keeping fair procedures and public confidence
intact. The opponents of this proposition may suggest that the interrogator is never
meant to be an enthusiastic guardian of the offender‟s interest; he must perform a
duty for which he is paid. And during that duty he will have to exert all possible
effort to find truth.
A careful evaluation of the accused‟s behavioural responses may lead one to the
truth.16 The three general types of false confessions that are in practice are
voluntary false confessions, coerced compliant false confessions. 17 The questions
should be asked in a non-accusatory fashion. All these techniques, however, need
to be based on human rights principles of dignity of man, equality before law and
right of access to justice.18 The interrogator should avoid false promises of
leniency or intimidation to obtain false statements of self-incrimination. Right,
however, does not mean unlimited liberty.19 Lending aid to the criminal element
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cannot be favoured nor the unbridled individual liberty at the cost of a safe and
secure state.20 Should law enforcing authorities be allowed to administer post arrest
questioning? The guarantees of the Bill of Rights can provide a relevant answer.
Torture is not an advisable method of any valid interrogation. Torture leads to false
confessions.21 False confessions lead to wrongful convictions.22 Torture even fails
as a counter terrorist technique to ensure public peace. Islam accommodates the
interests and rights of accused while side by side keeping intact the deterrence
effect of any criminal inquiry for future crime.23 Interrogation should not be
designed to give the accused an impression that he had no choice but to confess.24
Investigative methods have a role in manufacturing a narrative of crime.25 The
potential evidential value of all facts collected during interrogation carries
weight.26 Scientific evidence can be relied upon to establish guilt. But this factor
has gone almost entirely unheeded. A good interrogation should allow for research,
analysis and evaluation.27 The interrogator needs the information.28 It is a moral
necessity that the practice of torture should be prohibited absolutely for the
attainment of this information. Interrogation should not be a professional
confusion.29 State actors should work on facts and does not separate the duty
towards God and religion from the duty to serve humanity. Protecting moral truth
is like protecting one‟s religion Freedom in any of its forms is the best pursuit of
truth.30 The things cannot be accepted at face value only during interrogation,
diving deep into the process to reach to conclusion is important. The modern-day
techniques like31 behavioural analysis interview as used in Reid‟s Technique are
the most heralded ones for interrogation.32 The interrogation of an expert is
supposed to be far better than that of a layman‟s interrogation 33 We need to add
experts and equipment to interrogation to add public respect to the profession. The
paper is a catalogue course on interrogation and the serpentine twists involved.
There exists a relationship between the liberal philosophy of punishment and the
central categories of interrogation.34 Interrogator should not get the style of a crazy
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man at any point. We have a sorry record of interrogation in the police stations.
Contemporary interrogations are mostly saturated with intense human rights
failures. The process indeed needs to be rekindled with Islamic opprobrium. The
background beliefs of interrogation should be equity indicators. The evidence for
acceptability needs to be beyond reasonable doubt. The suspects situated in similar
situations are considered to have similar convictions. The values of interrogation
should not contradict the values of human rights. Interrogation should be tightly
woven, nonviolent and innately moral.35 Interrogation cannot exist in vacuum.36
Among other distinctions between West and Islamic thinking is the reliance on
timeless moral principles. There is a difference between a guilty suspect and
truthful suspect.37 This difference should be clearly premised in the mind of the
interrogator as a part of moral necessity. A consistent persuasion, in a controlled,
private and free environment is an essential prerequisite of a symmetrical
interrogation. An effective interrogation must not lead to mere determination but a
truthful determination. The confessions cannot however be scientific truths with
minimal chances of deviation rather these can be deductions with preponderance of
content that will lead to truth. This is acceptable.

Conclusion
According to Islam, man is the most esteemed creation of universe; he is the incharge of physical world. Interrogation is very important for deciding the merits of
any case in a Criminal Justice System. Islam has championed free will in actions.
Human Rights is the most favourite theme of Islam. Islamic law protects the rights
of the captured, the detained and the one under custody. Free and fair interrogation
is inevitable for the better pursuit of justice. Islam has balanced the civil liberties of
citizens and the power of state executives to exercise legitimate force for
interrogation. The efficacy of an interrogation motivated by torture and other
inhuman and degrading ways enjoys no dignity in Islam. Interrogation is the
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strongest determinant of criminal responsibility. Interrogation should pass through
a stringent test of human rights to avoid it to be a propelled and induced sequence
of cause and effect.38
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